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In this paper, an overview of grid-connected renewable systems is presented, then two current-control

strategies for 3-phase grid-connected inverters are analyzed: firstly, the well-known d–q control in the

rotating synchronous reference frame (d–q axes) using Proportional Integral regulators is described, and

secondly, the Proportional Resonant controller in the Stationary Reference Frame (ab axes). In order to

obtain a high efficiency of the system when the 3-phase utility grid voltages are affected by harmonic

pollution, a Harmonic Compensator (HC) structure is used with the Proportional Resonant controller,

this due to the ease way to compensate harmonics when a Proportional Resonant control is utilized

instead of a d–q control. Then both control strategies (d–q control and PR + HC) are analyzed under

harmonic pollution condition. For both strategies, a Positive Sequence Detector plus a Synchronous

Reference Frame Phase-Look Loop (PSD + dqPLL) is used as the synchronization algorithm. After the

study, it was observed that the PR controller provides a greater facility for carrying out the harmonic

compensation process helping to fulfill with the international standards.

A model of a grid-connected photovoltaic system with a nominal power of 10 kW is used to evaluate

and compare the performance of the current-control strategies. For this, a Real-Time Digital Simulator

(RTDS) platform is used.

Introduction
Thanks to the penetration of new alternative energy sources in

the energy mix, humanity is routing to a sustainable energy future

where as time passes these new energy sources are gaining more

importance and as consequence, countries are decreasing its

dependence on fossil fuels. An interesting strategy to supply power

to communities is through the implementation of Distributed

Generation (DG) systems [1–3] capable to supply the electricity

demands. The renewable systems based, among others, on solar,

wind, fuel cells, biomass, use power conditioning circuits based on

power electronics which are able to transform the characteristic of

the incoming energy from the primary sources so as to be fed

properly into the utility grid with the possible highest power

quality.

Since the control algorithm [4] is an essential part of a grid-

connected Voltage Source Inverter (VSI), two current-control

strategies are studied in this paper. The first control strategy to

be treated is the Synchronous Reference Frame Control (d–q con-

trol) [5] which makes use of Proportional-Integral (PI) regulators

[6]. Then the Stationary Reference Frame Control (ab control) [7] is

analyzed. Unlike the d–q control which uses PI regulator, in the ab

control the control strategy is performed by using Proportional-

Resonant (PR) controllers [8].

Regarding the harmonic regulations, a limit of 5% for the Total

Harmonic Distortion (THDI) is established for the grid currents

[7–9], and it is obvious that when the low order frequency
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harmonics (5th, 7th, 11th, 13th, 17th, 19th, etc. = 6n � 1, n = 1, 2,

3, . . .) distortions perturb the utility grid voltage, the controlled

line currents of the inverter will also be distorted as well, reducing

the power quality of the inverter-grid connection, unless a har-

monic compensation strategy was used. Due to the above, a

Harmonic Compensator structure is added to the PR control.

The second section of this paper shows an overview of grid-

connected renewable systems and, for the sake of simplicity, the

overall system is divided into the power and the control subsys-

tems where a general description of both subsystems is done. The

third section, the Synchronous Reference Frame Control (d–q

control) is deeply studied and a methodology to calculate the

constants of the PI regulators is presented. The Stationary Refer-

ence Frame Control (ab control) is analyzed in the fourth section

where the proper manner to calculate the constants of the PR

controls is also shown [5]. The concept of Harmonic Compensator

structure is given in the fifth section where a methodology to

design it is shown [9].

In the sixth section, the behavior of the current-control strate-

gies is studied and compared with several tests using a DS1006

DSPACE platform [10] with numerous I/O, ADC and DAC blocks.

In order to evaluate both current-control strategies when harmon-

ic pollution occurs, the 5th and 7th harmonics are introduced in to

the 3-phase utility grid voltages with an amplitude distortion of

5% for both harmonics. The synchronization algorithm used in

the comparative study of the sixth section is a Positive Sequence

Detector plus a Synchronous Reference Frame Phase-Look Loop

(PSD + dqPLL) [11,12]. Finally, some conclusions are shown in the

seventh section.

Nomenclature

vRS: output voltage of the renewable

source

v0 : centre angular frequency

iRS: output current of the renewable
source

v: angular frequency

PRS: power in the renewable source PIid, PIiq: current PI regulators

vp: output voltage of the PV system PIV: voltage PI regulator

ip: output current of the PV system vr ; vs; vt : 3-phase utility grid
voltages

PPV: power in the PV system Su, Sv, Sw: states of the

power-switches of the inverter
vCC: dc bus voltage u: inverter voltage space vector

v�CC : dc bus voltage reference i: inverter line current space vector

iCC: current that will be injected

into the inverter

uAC: utility grid voltage space

vector

Clink: dc-link capacitor L: line inductance

iclink: current through the dc-link
capacitor

R: resistance of the line inductance

u: phase of the 3-phase utility grid

voltages

va; vb : ab components of space

vector u

v: fundamental angular frequency ia, ib: ab components of space

vector i

d: duty cycle of the DC/DC boost
converter

uaca, uacb: ab components of
space vector uAC

Ldc and D: inductance and diode

of the DC/DC boost converter

p: instantaneous active power

iIGBT: current through the power

switch of the DC/DC boost

converter

q: instantaneous reactive power

iD: current through the diode
of the DC/DC boost converter

id, iq: d–q components of space
vector i

iu, iv, iw: 3-phase inverter line currents uacd, uacq: d–q components of

space vector uAC

ir, is, it: 3-phase utility grid currents i�d ; i�q : d–q reference components

of vector i*
DQ: in-quadrature signals q*: instantaneous reactive power

reference

Fsw: switching frequency

Grid-connected renewable systems
An important aspect for a grid-connected renewable system is to

control the power flow between the primary renewable energy

source and the utility grid, as well as the power factor of the

inverter-grid connection with high power quality [13]. The power

conditioner must guarantee the highest efficiency by injecting the

maximum available power at the renewable source [14], as well as

by controlling the power factor of the inverter-grid connection in a

four quadrant operation; the latter makes use of the instantaneous

reactive power theory [15,16] for 3-phase systems which allows the

control of the instantaneous active and reactive powers in

decoupled d–q axes [17]. The global 3-phase grid-connected system

can be divided into the power and control subsystems [13], whose

block diagrams are depicted in Figure 1.

Power subsystem
The power subsystem is shown in the upper zone of Figure 1 and is

formed by the renewable energy source, an inverter, the LCL filter,

the transformer, the EMI filter and the utility grid. According to

the requirements of the installation, an optional DC/DC boost

converter can be used for PV and FC systems. Following, a brief

description of each block is developed.

Renewable sources
New sources of energy such as Photovoltaic, Wind, Fuel Cell, etc.,

can be connected to the utility grid with the aim of good power

quality injection as a collaborative effort toward the mitigation of

the greenhouse effect. The function of the renewable source is to

supply the necessary power for the renewable grid-connected

system. Some renewable sources are mentioned below:

Fuel Cell (FC): One of the main technologies with the highest

impact in Distributed Generation (DG) power systems are based on

Fuel Cells [18]. Fuel cell is a device that converts the chemical

energy of the fuel directly into dc electrical energy [19,20] and has

a wide variety of potential applications including micro power,

transportation, airplane and cogeneration applications. The most

significant advantages are its low levels of greenhouse gas emis-

sions and its high energetic density [21,22]. Fuel cells are generally

classified according to the type of electrolyte that uses and it will

depend on the temperature range of operation [21]. Although the

voltage of a fuel cell is usually small, with a theoretical maximum

being around 1.2 V, they may be connected in a parallel and/or

series arrange to obtain the required power and voltage. Frequent-

ly, a power conditioning system is necessary due to the final low dc

voltage output characteristic of the arrange, which can include

inverters and DC–DC converters in order to supply the normal

customer load demand or send electricity to the utility grid

[20,21].

Photovoltaic (PV): Photovoltaic cell is an electric device that

produces electricity when it is exposed to direct sunlight and

connected to a load. The function of a PV module is to supply

the necessary power for the renewable grid-connected system,

and it will depend of the available solar irradiance [23] and the
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